
Contemporary glass contract furniture
®

DUAL ULTIMATE BOARDROOM TABLE
Versatile elegant design for contemporary or traditional boardrooms

DESIGN BRIEF

Dual Ultimate glass boardroom tables are an elegant modern design suitable for contemporary or traditional
boardrooms and conference rooms. They are ideal for both formal board meetings or informal business meetings.
The Dual Ultimate boardroom table is designed to meet the needs of businesses who look for a stylish
contemporary design that is functional as well as aesthetically pleasing.

Dual Ultimate is available as a full-size, single piece glass boardroom table, but can also be split into two for
smaller meetings. This contemporary table design, with slim central columns and glass top, creates a clean, light
appearance that complements any interior design style. The table comes in four distinctive style variations with
walnut, cherry, dark wenge or stainless steel central columns to match your decor.

The Dual Ultimate table is available in bespoke designs to provide the optimum tailor-made solution for your
boardroom. For example, we can create tables that are rectangular, barrel shaped …. with any colour glass
(including frosted or black). To add a further touch of distinction, you have the option of printing, etching or
engraving your corporate logo or any words or images of your choice on the glass top.

This glass boardroom table also comes with the highly-practical option of cable management, which means that
all of your technology cabling can be run discretely up through the pedestal legs.

The bespoke shaped table top is made from a variety of toughened safety glass, conforming to BS 6206A. The
single column is simply screwed into bosses pre-bonded to the glass for stability and quick, easy assembly. This
contemporary glass table features Futureglass’ UV bonding technique for safety and long life.

The Dual Ultimate boardroom table, like other glass contract furniture from Futureglass, is a superb example of
contemporary British design, manufactured in the UK.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.



Contemporary glass contract furniture
®

Dual Ultimate Boardroom Table at a glance
� Stylish contemporary design.
� Bespoke solution.
� Full-size single piece table.
� Splits in two for flexible configurations.
� Customised table top shapes.
� Variety of clear, coloured and frosted glass options.
� Logos and other graphics from your artwork.
� Optional cable management.
� Call to find out the options most suited to your project.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Dual Ultimate boardroom table is available in any size as a bespoke unit with a with a choice of cherry, walnut,
dark wenge or stainless steel columns. If you want even more choice, we can customise Dual Ultimate with
different colours, finishes, materials, company logos or other graphic devices.

This elegant, versatile table is competitively priced and is available for delivery in approximately 28 days, depending
on the options you choose.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Dual Ultimate
Boardroom tables with different
sizes, colours, finishes or materials.

Contact Futureglass for more
details.

depth (D) width (W)

1800 mm x 900 mm
3200 mm x 1200 mm

TOP DIMENSIONS

The standard height of all Ultimate
Dual Boardroom tables is 720 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

(H)
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Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...
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